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HOSTED EXCHANGE

CloudScale365
Hosted Exchange
Offer Your Customers a Reliable and
Secure Email Solution

For many companies email has become one of
the most important modes of communication
but maintaining a reliable and secure email
system can be costly and IT intensive. Hosted Exchange from CloudScale365 gives your
customers high-end communication tools while
minimizing their costs and freeing up valuable
IT resources. CloudScale365’s Hosted Exchange product enables organizations of all sizes to utilize the enterprise-class messaging, collaboration and group scheduling features offered by Microsoft Exchange at an
affordable cost.
Features of CloudScale365 Hosted Exchange Include:
Industry-Leading Uptime
CloudScale365 manages one of the most robust and optimized Hosted
Exchange infrastructures in the world with better than 99.999% uptime.
We ensure that your customer’s email is working so they can maximize
their productivity.
Performance-Optimized Servers and Network
CloudScale365 manages your customer’s email on premium quality
hardware resulting in better performance and fewer failures. Unlike
other large providers we under-load our servers so our customers are
not competing for server resources and bandwidth resulting in faster
mail, mailbox and mobile phone performance.
Redundancy
CloudScale365’s entire system is a fully redundant cluster of Exchange
servers preventing any single problem from stopping your customer’s
email or corrupting your data. We also offer 14 day recovery of deleted
items.
Symantec
Premium Anti-Spam / Anti-Virus functionality from Symantec protects
your customer’s valuable email assets, increases employee productivity and safeguards business integrity. Included with all CloudScale365
Hosted Exchange accounts, Symantec products combat evolving emailborn threats while enabling administrators to create and enforce usage
guidelines.
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Distribution Lists
CloudScale365 Hosted Exchange allows your customers to build email
groups with both company and outside email addresses to quickly send
broadcast emails to reach many people at once.
Active Directory Sync
Allow your customers to sync their active directory with CloudScale365
and provide the simplicity of a single username and password to access
email as well as local software and IT. This feature allows companies
to keep their corporate data secure with a centrally-managed identity
system that is controlled internally.
Powerful Web Based Control Panel
CloudScale365’s control panel is powerful without being complex and
offers your customers total control of their email, just as if the Exchange
servers were in their offices. Companies access the control panel on
the web from anywhere to make any additions or changes to their own
users or settings.
Automated Migration Tools
CloudScale365’s Hosted Exchange service includes automated tools
so customers can quickly set up their users and migrate their existing
emails to the CloudScale365 system. We help ensure that our customers
are up and running quickly without any problems. We migrate large
infrastructures over weekends and holidays to ensure business uptime
and testing is completed before employees come to work.
24 x 7 Customer Support From US-Based Staff
We’re here to ensure the success of our customers. Many providers make
it difficult to contact them, we make it easy. Just call us anytime. We do
our best to make sure our customers are completely satisfied at all times.
Our entire support team is made up of US-based CloudScale365 employees. We don’t outsource support to 3rd parties or overseas offices.
Certified Expertise
CloudScale365 is a highly trained professional team of support staff
and systems engineers. Our team goes through rigorous training and
certification before they work with customers and our infrastructure.
CloudScale365 is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and a RIM alliance
member.
Dedicated On-Boarding Specialist
CloudScale365 is a full-service Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
company. While other providers require customers to self-serve their
setup and migration, we provide hands-on help to make getting started
with CloudScale365 fast and simple. Once a customer enrolls with
CloudScale365, a dedicated on-boarding consultant is assigned. Then a
CloudScale365 professional works one-on-one with each customer to
ensure a smooth enterprise-wide transition, and that the email system
is setup to the customer’s specifications.
Data Center
The CloudScale365 Data Center is SAS 70 certified and built to tier
4 specifications. It has Distributive Redundant Power with 4 separate
sources of internet inputs.
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